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You are going to love your bottles when they are done! Below are steps to get you there. Before
applying your wine, champagne, or mini labels, I always recommend removing the original labels first.
It will be worth it...it can be such a headache trying to match up the edges perfectly to try to cover up
what’s there! Some labels will play nice... and some won’t. Here are some tips we’ve tried at home!

GRAB a Little Corner
First see what you are up against. Very often I have
gotten lucky with the glue and peeled labels right
off by going very slowly. So test that first!

BRING THE heat
For certain adhesives, heat works great. With wine you don’t want to warm things up too
much, so a hair dryer works really well for this approach. If you can get a corner started
and apply the heat, you will know pretty quickly if this will work for your labels!

A Bubble bath for your bubbly!
If you are a good little planner and have a day or two,
go for the soak! Warm water + dish soap is all you
need for this method. Soaking the bottles overnight
will jump start the label removal process and make
them very easy to remove. *Favorite Method*

One client was sweet enough to email:
“I used Korbel mini bottles. I soaked them in
a large container of water for a couple of days
and they came off relatively easily! About 75
bottles took me one hour to take off all the
labels completely.” Julia, Wedding Planner

OMG, I’m BEHIND..
If you are running around like a crazy person and short on time, hold your bottles in the sink,
run warm water over them and rub with a scrubber sponge that you’d use on stubborn pots. This
will peel off the paper and the glue below. It will speed up the process, just takes some rubbing!

have you got A sticky situation?
Sometimes, after removing your labels there are still sticky bits or residue left over. Similar to price tags.
If you have time to buy mineral spirits from the hardware store, it works wonderfully and is so nice to
have around the house period! Just dab a little on with a paper towel and rub off the sticky parts.

applying Your labels
1) Make sure your bottles are nice and dry.
2) Placement Matters! Be aware of where the bottle starts to slant towards the top.
Place the sticker low enough so the whole thing can fit on the flat plane;
it might wrinkle if you start too high. Likewise, if there are ridges at the bottom, try to stay above those!
3) Go Slowly! Center your label, letting the middle touch first, and press to adhere, moving outwards.
4) Air Bubbles - Use your fingernails to work out any that may have gotten underneath.
5) Now you’re ready to Pop, Fizz, Clink!

